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FIRST LEGO 
LEAGUE
Destination Deep Space 
Summer Game 2019:  
Mission Model 
Instructions



CARGO (X20)

Cargo

Cargo

Cargo are the meteors from the 2018 FLL game, Into Orbit. Any plastic 

ball approximately the same size will work as well.    



HATCHES (X6)

Hatches

Hatches are small FLL tires found in the EV3 kits. Tires of any size can 

be used, however. 



CARGO SHIP - FRAME & SIDE STATIONS

The Cargo Ship is framed with green side panels from LEGO Technic kits. They are attached side to side 

with black pins. The corners are attached with L-beams. Square beams are used to create the scoring 

stations (total of 6), which are evenly spaced apart on either side and attached to the green frame with 

black pins. The top frame is made with straight beams running across the ship side to side, as well as 

straight beams running down the ship from front to back, as shown in the image above.



CARGO SHIP - FRONT/BACK STATIONS

The front and back of the Cargo Ship are made using 2 square beams attached to the green 

frame with black pins. A straight beam runs across the 2 square beams to create the box 

where Cargo is scored during the game. An L-beam with black pins is used to attached the 

front/back square beams on the Cargo Ship with the side square beams. 



CARGO SHIP - HATCH HOOKS

There are 4 Hatch Hooks on the Cargo Ship that attach to the center square beams on the 

Cargo Ship sides. They are made with an angled beam and “T” piece. The angles beam 

attaches to the “T” piece with a red pin, and the “T” piece attached to the square beam with 

black pins.  



CARGO SHIP - ADDITIONAL IMAGES



ROCKET - FRAME & BAYS

The Rocket is framed with square beams along the sides and back. They are connected 

together with black pins. The Low and High Bays are also square beams connected to a shaft 

so they are angled downwards. The Low Bay rests on the floor and the High Bay rests on a 

straight beam running through the model to keep it at the correct angle. Yellow shaft collars 

are used to keep the shafts in place. 



ROCKET - FRAME & BAYS

Here are some additional images of the Rocket from the back and top view.



ROCKET - HATCH HOOK

There are 2 Hatch Hooks on the Rocket Model. They are angled beams connected to a short 

straight beam contained inside the back square beams on the side of the Rocket.  The angles 

beam is connected to the straight beam with black pins. 



HAB LEVEL 2

Hab Level 2 is made of the green panel pieces framed with the black ramp pieces. The pieces 

are attached together with black pins. 



HAB LEVEL 3

Hab Level 3 is made with the green panel pieces, and elevated with H beams running along 

the sides. The front and back are framed with square beams. The front of Hab 3 has an 

additional green panel piece attached to the square beams. 



HAB LEVEL 3

Here are some additional images showing the front and sides of Hab Level 3. 



HAB LEVEL 3

Here are close-up photos showing how the square beams attach to the base of Hab Level 3. 



SUN

The Sun model is made with 4 circular gear pieces attached with red pins. The circular gear 

then attaches to 2 straight beams with black pins. The straight beams connect to an H-beam, 

which connects to a square beam to form the base. Two shafts with collars are used to 

prevent the model from rotating side to side. 



FIELD MAT

An old FLL field can be used for the playing mat. Flip the field over and use the blank side 
for FLL Destination Deep Space. You can decorate your field with stickers, paint, poster 
board cut-outs, or just keep it blank! FLL Destination Deep Space does not need to be 
played on a fancy field!



FIELD LAYOUT

Here is a diagram showing where the mission models are located on the field. Dual-lock 
should be used to attach the models to the field. 

The locations of the models don’t need to be precise. Just place them in the general 
locations shown, and make sure to mark them. Black electrical tape can be used to mark 
out base (~1.5 ft x 1.5 ft) and Hab Level 1. 



BASE

All Cargo pieces (20) and Hatches (6) start in base (or on a cart/table near base).



BUYING PARTS

You may need to purchase extra parts to build your mission models. We provided links on the 
next page where you can buy the main components. 



Part Link

Square Beams https://www.ebay.com/itm/292487851488?ViewItem=&item=292487851488

H-Beams https://www.ebay.com/itm/x6-Lego-Beam-H-FRAMES-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-ev3-liftarm-chassis-truck-/253489885750?hash=item3b052cb23
6 

XL Beams https://www.ebay.com/itm/10-Lego-XL-Beams-LBG-technic-mindstorms-robot-nxt-liftarm-studless-brick-ev3-/292484674022?hash=item441971f1e6 

Multi-length 
beam pack

https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lego-BEAM-Kit-x32-technic-brick-mindstorms-robot-nxt-chassis-car-ev3-liftarm/273108422956?rt=nc&_trkparms=aid%3D
222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3Dd675072ab1314affa98eec875f897d3e%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D3%26r
kt%3D6%26sd%3D292484674022%26itm%3D273108422956&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851 

Tires (Hatches) https://www.ebay.com/itm/NEW-Lego-30-4-X-14-Tire-Wheel-and-Technic-Axles-Bulk-Lot-50-Pieces-Total/264217955672?epid=942012716&hash=ite
m3d849e0d58:g:K9YAAOSw7j5bHXbz:sc:USPSFirstClass!01510!US!-1 

Black rivets https://www.ebay.com/itm/500-Lego-PIN-with-Friction-Ridges-Kit-technic-nxt-ev3-connector-beam-frame-car/273086767442?_trkparms=aid%3D2220
07%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D47300%26meid%3D77ae8c53d928444382e66b07981490b7%26pid%3D100005%26rk%3D2%26rkt%
3D6%26sd%3D292474776294%26itm%3D273086767442&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1851 

Blue rivets https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-NEW-Technic-300-pcs-BLUE-PIN-LONG-Connector-Part-Piece-6558-Mindstorms-NXT/232313557416?epid=913661
589&hash=item3616f791a8:g:OecAAOSwrklU5WS1 

Shaft collars https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Technic-NEW-100-pcs-RED-YELLOW-BUSH-Bushing-1-2-Axle-Connector-Part-3713/232460626247?epid=86051185
2&hash=item361fbba947:g:PxYAAOSwgQ9VqsMF 

Panels https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-LOT-OF-6-NEW-BLACK-TECHNIC-PANELS-PLATES-5-X-11-X-1-CONNECTORS-PIECES/283416823425?hash=item41
fcf58681:g:7tEAAOSwBahU1Cgo:sc:USPSFirstClass!01510!US!-1 

Curved Gear 
Pieces

https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lego-Lot-of-4-Rare-Yellow-Technic-Gear-Rack-11-x-11-Curved-Parts/401409231248?hash=item5d75dac990:g:4hoAAOSw
OdpX0Hqq:sc:USPSFirstClass!01510!US!-1 

Cargo https://www.ebay.com/itm/LEGO-Mindstorms-STEM-8527-9797-Red-and-Blue-Ball-51mm-41250-NXT-EV3/254055694461?hash=item3b26e6407d:g:
6vAAAOSww5pbU6uy:sc:USPSFirstClass!01510!US!-1 
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Looking for more information on the game or have a question? Feel free to email 
info@littletonrobotics.org and a member of FRC 6328 will get back to you. 

Feel free to share pictures of your students’ FLL Destination Deep Space robots 
with FRC 6328 on social media!

★ Instagram: frc6328
★ Twitter: @frc6328
★ Facebook: FIRST Team 6328 - Mechanical Advantage

NEED MORE INFORMATION?

mailto:info@littletonrobotics.org

